
REFOCUSING ON THE

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE STATE

Men are powerless to secure the fitture; institutions alone fix the destinies of nations.

-Napoleon I, Imperial snance (une 7, 1815)

F IFTY YEARS AGO, WORLD WAR II HAD ENDED AND edge and ideas and increases the speed with which they are
reconstruction was under way in much of Europe, absorbed, disseminated, and used. Since the 1980s the

the Soviet Union, and Japan. Many developing countries focus has shifted to the role of sound policies in explain-
were starting to emerge from colonialism, and the future ing why countries accumulate human and physical capital
seemed full of promise. The difficulties of economic de- at different rates. This, in turn, has led to yet another shift
velopment were not yet haunting us. Improving people's of focus, to the quality of a country's institutions. New,
lives looked so achievable, a simple matter of applying the more complex questions have emerged. What institu-
right ideas, technical expertise, and resources. And so it tional arrangements best allow markets to flourish? What
proved-in some cases. But in others progress was mea- is the role of the state both as a direct agent (mostly in the
ger. Despite five decades of effort, enormous disparities provision of services) and as a shaper of the institutional
remain in the quality of life of people around the world. context in which markets function? How do policies and
Indeed, by some measures the gap between rich and poor institutions interact in development?
has widened. The answers to these questions are central to our

Explanations for these huge international differences in understanding of the deeper sources of differences in
living standards have changed over the years. For cen- development outcomes-and of why the response to eco-
turies, access to natural resources-land and minerals- nomic reform often varies so widely from one country to
was considered the prerequisite for development. Much of another. They help explain, for example, why investment
Africa, Asia, and the Americas was colonized to acquire and economic activity have revived more strongly follow-
these resources, and countries went to war over them. ing the embrace of the market in Poland than in Russia.
Gradually, however, the thinking changed, and physical They also help explain why many countries in Africa and
capital-machines and equipment-was held to be the Latin America have yet to see much of the improvement
key to development. "Industrialized" became synonymous in the quality of life they were promised when they
with "developed." But around the middle of this century embarked on their economic reforms a decade ago.
economic theorists realized that even this was too simplis- The state has much to do with whether countries
tic. Embodied in machines and equipment was technol- adopt the institutional arrangements under which markets
ogy-knowledge and ideas. But no one could explain in can flourish. Not only is the state the arbiter of rules;
simple terms why technology developed better and faster through its own economic activity it shapes the environ-
in some parts of the world than others. ment for business and the rest of the economy. For good

Other factors, such as human capital, have since at- or ill, the state sets the tone.
tracted much attention as possible solutions to the puzzle. This chapter makes the empirical case for shifting the
Investment in human capital both leads to new knowl- focus of our thinking about development toward the
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quality of a country's institutions and the capability of the explain much of the difference between countries in
state-for bringing institutions into the mainstream of rates of return on development projects.
our dialogue about development. That case is supported The state, institutions, and economic outcomes
by three new sets of findings:

What does the state do? For one thing, it sets the formal
* First, panel data analyzed for this Report, covering rules-laws and regulations-that are part and parcel of a

thirty years and ninety-four industrial and developing country's institutional environment (Figure 2.1). These
countries, show that policies and institutional capabil- formal rules, along with the informal rules of the broader
ity matter for economic growth and for other indicators society, are the institutions that mediate human behavior.
of the quality of life, such as infant mortality. But the state is not merely a referee, making and enforc-

* Second, and taking the analysis a step further, are the ing the rules from the sidelines; it is also a player, indeed
results of a survey, specially commissioned for this often a dominant player, in the economic game. Every
Report, of over 3,600 domestic firms in sixty-nine day, state agencies invest resources, direct credit, procure
countries (including local affiliates of international goods and services, and negotiate contracts; these actions
firms). These results, too, provide strong evidence that have profound effects on transactions costs and on eco-
institutional capability-or the lack of it-has a major nomic activity and economic outcomes, especially in de-
impact on growth and investment. veloping economies. Played well, the state's activities can

i The third set of findings explores how institutional accelerate development. Played badly, they will produce
capability affects not just the environment for business, stagnation or, in the extreme, economic and social dis-
but also the overall setting for a country's development. integration. The state, then, is in a unique position: not
Using the results from the survey on institutional capa- only must it establish, through a social and political
bility, we show that these cross-country differences help process, the formal rules by which all other organizations

Figure 2.1 The state. institutions. and economic outcomes
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must abide; as an organization itself, it, too, must abide by * By providing the institutional infrastructure-property
those rules. rights, peace, law and order, and rules-that encour-

Examples of the power of the state to improve the ages efficient long-term investment, and
quality of people's lives are not hard to find. From the * By ensuring the provision of basic education, health care,
clean water and sanitation systems of ancient Rome to the and the physical infrastructure required for economic
elimination of smallpox in this century, public actions in activity, and by protecting the natural environment.
the areas of health and sanitation have achieved repeated
breakthroughs in public health. And states have long Yet history also teaches that the state can do enormous
played a vital role in stimulating lasting development harm:
gains by providing infrastructure, security, and a stable
macroeconomy. The Internet is only the latest in a long * The wrong kind of rules can actively discourage the
line of remarkable scientific and technical advances made creation of wealth. For example, the state may penalize
possible by early and significant public support (Box 2.1). private wealth by distorting prices-through an overval-

Distilling the lessons of centuries, we see that the state ued currency, for example, or by creating agricultural
can improve development outcomes in a number of ways: marketing boards that tax farmers' output and give

them little in return.
* By providing a macroeconomic and a microeconomic u Even if the rules themselves are benign, they may be

environment that sets the right incentives for efficient applied by public organizations-and their employees-
economic activity in harmfuil fashion. They may, for example, impose

Box 2.1 Building the Internet: A contemporary example of fruitful public-private interaction

The precursor ofv hat we tod.as, call the Interner w,s finance tor a hhZh-spcecd backbone intrarLrucrUre tor
launched in the Elnined Stares in 1969. Then called the systrem. rhe NSF made erants available to tniversi-
A.RPANET. the s!yrem conrpriied just fuur intercon- ties to encouLae themn, to kOrm re. ion.dl nenwork; [har
nected computers. Byr mid- 19096. howeve-r. the Inter- v-ould feed into tht t-stem. But[h. nerorlks '..re alln
net wasV; accessible in 1-4 countries and on all sev-en wId that they w%ould hase to become selft-ustra.inln.

continents, linking together nearl 13 n million host The privcat seetor's involvement has deepened o%er
computer sistems. By .2000 that number could %%cll be time. The NSF enceuraced commercial carriers d
100 million. electronic mail to link to [he In[crner. Companies also

ARPANET cns%ed its existence to the- econormIcs of began to cre.ate their ow-n backbone facdilitis, and the
defense resach>r in the I060,. Its origiri.l purpoe ivas number of tirms supplhying acce-s to the Interntc mul-
ro link governiment computers in tar-flung loicatIons tiplied. Thesc trends 'ertc accelcrated bY the creation
and soa%oid duplication ot %hatr ertc thcn quilt coisly and rapid growth oftrhe nultimediai part of ihe Inter-
compuring resources. In 1968 the Li-S. Department of ner-the \V'orld Wide: \\rt:b. Des eloped u thC lahori.
Defense in ired proposals from 14-0 priv.tte companies tories of the Europ-aun Organization flor Nuclear
To design and build rhe firsi: four inrerface message Research in Sw:-itzerland-anbthcr publicly- upporred
processors, or rnuers. With these in pl.tcc. public con- ar-enIcv-rhe \\eb drwc in talent from Universiries a11d
tracLs with leading universities then lcd to develop- firms. leading to yet another e :plosin in u,e: from
ment of the crucial set of protocols that could link 13site4s cin lulc I C ito) ovxr '21)ii0ti I in June [ 011%.
diverse conmpurer nertorks. IT stas thcse protucols that In 1tIli NSENET -ssai replaced by- a fullh comrmer-
later miade the Internet possible. cial isystm. It lalor telcphone comparnIes nol\ pros ide

Complem-entar- to rhis public financial support nor oril backbone faoliie-.s hur also Internne acce's to
hai been the partnership of academia. business. and their custonmers. Cablc and direct bwoidca:t satellite
gos-ernment led by the U.S. National Science Founda- companies are also entering the marker. Fhe public
ron (NSFI. InitiallY ti[s p3rtnership primed the con- scctor ik still insolsed in some adsanccd research. bttr ins
necrion. of unikersirc comptpuer science departmenrt. tocus has shifted to such questions ai ho%% to eniure equi-
but ihs influen;e s'-on exp.pnded. NSFNET replaced table access ek-cmpk. through pricing tulesi. freedom
ARPANET in 1990. Besides providing the critical 0f eNpression. protecrion tronm Fratud. and privac.
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huge transactions costs, in the form of red tape or
bribery, on entrepreneurs setting up new businesses or Figure 2.2 Good govemment helps explain the
restructuring old ones. income gap between East Asia and Africa

* But potentially the largest source of state-inflicted dam- 6DP per capi.a

age is uncertainty. If the state changes the rules often, i rjousaruis of 198'. iraerrnaornal doIIars,

or does not clarify the rules by which the state itself will n u
behave, businesses and individuals cannot be sure today Contributors
what will be profitable or unprofitable, legal or illegal, additional
tomorrow. They will then adopt costly strategies to in- 3 growth:
sure against an uncertain future-by entering the infor- I
mal economy, for example, or sending capital abroad- Fc 'oflicies

all of which impede development. E

Economic growth and the state cabilite yze a

Government's enormous impact on development is well 
illustrated by the contrasting economic performance of j Unesplained
developing countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and East Asia. 1 X l Initial iricoiine
In 1960 incomes per capita in much of East Asia were
only a little higher than in Africa. Governments in the two S'jr Si ar ir (r,

regions were also similar in size, although not in compo-
sition: African governments were already spending more 1 F.4s 11992

on consumption, primarily on public employment. By the
mid-1990s, however, incomes in East Asia were more 1iots pi.ian, .'srurtr.-ror nll; a r Irr,t5l v,r Ir ,erETessilr.
than five times those in Africa. And government con- Ior tti per,.:-Li 4-9 3. :or,Lril-i,r, t1a3n.:air, i . eoucaron.

sumption in Africa, relative to GDP, had ballooned to afl e:.Lrer ,at'Ie - c P, l. risi,d1S sre e rf
rt racde .w,a in.f LMr.~- I.ii pn, t cli diktora. r.Iie

one-and-a-half times that in East Asia. The sources of this , or * esr l!'- rg'r r6ra gremns. sr,o rr

divergence are complex, but it is widely believed that the ,,el -; e, i:i,:.ri,a r. a e--inr- i _ee rr.r T.t,rc.i al c.-.

superior performance of the state in East Asia-the limits st:r,-,e t aorlo Bn in rj.i:r.j On dud ta p r

it set on its own growth, the soundness of the policies it

adopted, and the effectiveness with which it delivered ser-
vices-made a powerful contribution to the growing gap
in the quality of life experienced by the average citizen institutional environment for behavior: the incentive
between these two parts of the world (Figure 2.2). structure to which economic agents respond. The private

In considering the effect of government size on growth, sector's ability to function will depend critically on the
it is useful to distinguish between public consumption and reliability and effectiveness of institutions such as the rule
public investment (Box 2.2). Where government con- of law and the protection of property rights. None of
sumption spending is very high, it has generally been these benefits-and costs-of the quality of government
found to be a drag on growth: a net tax on society with few are ever likely to appear in the national accounts.
corresponding benefits. Conversely, certain types of pub- The analysis in this section tries to show this distinc-
lic investment spending, particularly investment in infra- tion between what the state does and how well it does it,
structure, have tended to exert a positive effect on growth, by reporting on both policy content and institutional
in part by raising the returns to private investment. Com- capability. Figure 5 in the Overview showed the effect of
plicating the picture is the fact that some public con- both factors on income gtowth over the last three decades
sumption-teachers' salaries, for example, or purchases of across a large sample of industrial and developing coun-
medicine-can affect people's lives for the better, and even tries. In countries with weak state capability and poor
raise the efficiency of investment. Cutting consumption policies, income per capita grew only about half a percent
indiscriminately to boost equally indiscriminate invest- per year. In contrast, in countries with strong capability
ment is clearly not the answer. and good policies, income per capita grew at an average

But even sophisticated measures of the size of the rate of about 3 percent per year. Over a thirty-year period,
government only tell part of the story. As noted above, these differences in income growth have made a huge dif-
governments also play a leading role in setting the broader ference to the quality of people's lives. A country with an
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Box 2.2 Measuring the state-its size, its policies. and its institutional capability

,\ cornnlNon measure of gserimnitni size t' [he ritio of aailable onl, a. a aggregate of public and pth dtc

gov-ernment e.pcndiruare tO the econoinyv total e,-pen- In' ctfnicnt. To facilitae cros;-counirr comparisons
dirure or lturl output. But such d:ai are generill; not ve:r time. the;e ratiOS Ire tran4laied into iritnattollal
comprehensie, :ind coNcrae of public en[erpri ses is cr pirchasing-puwer-parirt IPPFi values-.i nor en-
especiAhl 5kerciw in mnan de-eloping Oluntri. ThIis tirel innoICILLs trinstormrnatin. parrlcaIrlY for low%-
nicasure of siZe also tends to Ignore imporrant ciff- ineome c.ttntries where mu,h cit ge-ner (nient ton-
budget items. Gov-rnmrent epcnditurc itself an be sunmption is lalb--.r intcnsiek. For rhcn countries. using
broken down innc, conlsuJrfptiLLn and in, cstnicinc. GO, - inernati.:onal prices inatlkclv increases rhc £ovetnrmntric
ernment consumptton-wxhich mosri, consi,s of rhe consumption rari.
public wavwe bill-gise a riirrc,s bur more precise A morc inclusLvC plctLlre o the econornic pre&ence
indicator of consumers turrent bencfis from roern- of gV-\ernmncnr rcqLoite' a measure that captures lcy
ment spending. Ir`anst.er. su.h a; peniLons or disabil- go'erninenr intecrvetions rhroug.h polihc and insdiru-
irs benefits. can be included in go\ernmenr xFpcndi- rion;. in addition to fi'cal intervenions. We sinrnia-
tire. but rransfers onlY r'edistribute rcsources. Furthrc r,;e ago;-rninen r s ptuice% s[ance over timie throug-h an
complicating niatreri, nominal and real ratios tksr indcex thia comnbincs thrce ieee indicator': the npenness
expendi[ure will 'arn sigoiiticanle ovcr [ime. .An aliet- of [he econ,.mni ithe share -fi rade in GDP''. overnalu-
native meastire of governnmnt ie that avo.ids these anon of the currency ithc black market e;.chainge rarei.
prohlem; is governnment emplo mcrne. but thIs,. too, and the gap bmet;een local and international prices. We
has it, draw-backsi. Ftr ex:ample. it innorcs chan ges n also attempt to e' aluare the quality of a ked cNiaipo-
the producri virn of government wvorkers. nent o,t government, it bureaucracv. This ev. aluation i-

The result, reported in thi, cihaprer usc data on r-al dray-.n trinm surv-e rcsponses by. frrcion in-scstors tin
governnient consumption. because the concern is the next section we e'. iluare thc responses of local
nmainl- with how the division Of ourput across public investoirs' that foCUS *-n [he amounr of rCd tape in-
and private goods attects pertibrniance. informarion on soled in any tran,acrion. tbe regitdat,r cnnvironment,
phvsical inv-e,tmenr is also used, but thihs s normially and thc dieree of autonom. fiom politIcal pressure.

average income per capita of $600 in 1965 (in interna- ers cannot afford to focus solely on improving policies;
tional PPP dollars), with distorted policies and weak insti- they must also look for ways to strengthen the institu-
tutional capability, would after thirty years have reached tional environment those policies have to work within.
an average income of only about $678 at 1965 prices. On Important though income growth is, it is only one
the other hand, a country with strong institutional capa- of several measures of well-being. Our interest in the
bility and good policies would have more than doubled its wide range of factors that make people better or worse
average income, to $1,456 at 1965 prices. Many countries off suggests that countries' performance should also be
in East Asia have done even better than that. judged by other standards of well-being, such as infant

Good policies by themselves can improve results. But mortality. High-quality government institutions lower
the benefits are magnified where institutional capability is infant mortality by improving outcomes for a given
also higher-where policies and programs are imple- amount of social spending. Thus, the capability of the
mented more efficiently and where citizens and investors state has an important role in the quality of human life
have greater certainty about government's future actions. generally-not simply the pace of income growth. This
Thus, good policies such as those being pursued more explains why countries at the same income level can have
recently by many countries in Latin America and Africa widely disparate quality-of-life indicators-why Sri
would increase growth in income per capita by around 1.4 Lanka, for example, had an infant mortality rate of only
percent per year. Such a country starting with an average 18 per 1,000 live births, whereas some countries with
income of $600 in 1965 would see it rise to around $900 higher incomes per capita had substantially higher rates:
after thirty years. But it would rise even higher with good 67 per 1,000 live births in Egypt, and 68 per 1,000 in
policies and strong institutions. The lesson is that reform- Morocco, for example. The amount of social spending as
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well as the care with which services are delivered makes a To this end a large-scale survey of the private sector
huge difference. was conducted for this Report. The aim was to capture

Understanding institutional capability better: the full array of uncertainties that entrepreneurs face and

The private investor's view to build an overall measure of the credibility of rules in a
given country. The responses showed that in many coun-

As this chapter has already stressed, the mark of a capable tries private investors give the state very poor marks for
state-besides its ability to facilitate collective actions-is credibility indeed.
its ability to set the rules that underpin markets and permit
them to function. Although private arrangements can Credibility: How private investors perceive the state
sometimes supplement formal property and contract rights, The private sector survey covered sixty-nine countries and
they can only take the development of markets so far. Gov- over 3,600 firms. Entrepreneurs were asked for their sub-
ernments, of course, have to do more than establish sound jective evaluation of different aspects of the institutional
rules of the game; they also have to make sure those rules framework in their country, including security of property
are enforced consistently and that private actors-business, rights, predictability of rules and policies, reliability of the
labor, trade associations-can have confidence that the judiciary, problems with corruption and discretionary
rules will not be changed overnight. States that change the power in the bureaucracy, and disruptions due to changes
rules frequently and unpredictably, announce changes but in government.
fail to implement them, or enforce rules arbitrarily will lack Sometimes the source of uncertainty is the instability
credibility, and markets will suffer accordingly. of the rules to which firms are subject. Two key indicators

How good are governments at providing credible rules included in the survey were:
that will nurture the development of markets? Hard evi-
dence is difficult to come by. To begin with, credibility is Predictability of rulemaking: the extent to which entrepre-
tricky to measure: it depends as much on perceptions as neurs have to cope with unexpected changes in rules and
on hard facts. At first glance, for example, one would policies about which they have had no say.
think that the number of times a country has changed its
government might be a good indicator of the degree of * The survey showed that entrepreneurs in some parts of
uncertainty about market rules, and therefore of the gov- the world live in constant fear of policy surprises. In the
ernment's credibility. Yet businesses in Thailand generally Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) almost
considered their environment to be relatively stable, de- 80 percent of entrepreneurs reported that unpredict-
spite numerous coups and changes in government. By the able changes in rules and policies seriously affected
same token, the environment for business can be highly their business. In Central and Eastern Europe (CEE),
volatile and unpredictable even if the government does Latin America, and Sub-Saharan Africa around 60 per-
not change. Peruvian entrepreneurs reported severe credi- cent of entrepreneurs voiced the same complaint. By
bility problems in the 1980s because rules were being contrast, in the industrial countries and in South and
drawn up hastily, implemented by presidential decree, Southeast Asia, only about 30 percent of respondents
and often overturned soon thereafter. considered this a problem for their business (top left

Measures of corruption might seem another good sig- panel of Figure 2.3). A large part of the unpredict-
nal of government credibility. But simple estimates of cor- ability of rule changes came from companies' having
ruption, like measures of political instability, may not little or no role in the state's decisionmaking process;
capture entrepreneurs' concerns. Some forms of corrup- indeed, they may not even be informed of important
tion entail large uncertainties and risks, whereas others rule changes before they take place. This problem
may be more predictable and act more like speed money. appeared to be particularly severe in the CIS, CEE, and
In the words of one entrepreneur, "There are two kinds of Sub-Saharan Africa, whereas Asian entrepreneurs (even
corruption. The first is one where you pay the regular small ones) considered themselves well informed-even
price and you get what you want. The second is one where better informed, in fact, than their industrial-country
you pay what you have agreed to pay and you go home counterparts did. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, the survey
and lie awake every night worrying whether you will get it also revealed that small companies tend to have less
or if somebody is going to blackmail you instead." The knowledge of, and involvement in, the drafting of new
best way to understand the problems holding back private regulations and were therefore more subject to policy
sector development is to ask entrepreneurs directly. surprises.
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Figure 2.3 Reliable institutions make for credible states
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Perceptions of political stability: whether changes in gov- * Entrepreneurs in many regions felt that the institu-
ernment (constitutional or unconstitutional) are usually tional framework was not well enough entrenched to
accompanied by far-reaching policy surprises that could withstand changes in government without serious dis-
have serious effects on the private sector. ruption. In the CIS, Africa, and the Middle East over
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60 percent of entrepreneurs said that they constantly cent, in Asia about 30 percent, and in the CIS over 60
feared government changes and the painful policy sur- percent (bottom panel of Figure 2.3). Furthermore,
prises that tended to go with them (top right panel of over half the respondents worldwide did not regard a
Figure 2.3). bribe as a guarantee that the promised service would be

delivered, and many lived in fear that they would sim-
Uncertainty may relate less to the rules themselves ply be asked for more by another official.

than to the way they are enforced. The relevant indicators
here were: Lack of credibility reduces investment, growth,

and the return on development projects
Crime againstpersons andproperty whether entrepreneurs When the private sector does not believe that the state
felt confident that the authorities would protect them will enforce the rules of the game, it responds in a variety
and their property from criminal actions, and whether of ways, all of which worsen economic performance. An
theft and other forms of crime represented serious prob- unreliable judiciary forces entrepreneurs to rely on infor-
lems for business. mal agreements and enforcement mechanisms. A corrupt

bureaucracy that is allowed too much discretion creates
* Private entrepreneurs in many countries complained of incentives to seek economic rents rather than in produc-

the lack of even the most basic institutional infrastruc- tive activity. A generalized environment of crime and
ture for a market economy. Across the globe, crime insecurity of property rights prompts entrepreneurs to
and theft were listed as serious problems, which sub- enlist the help of private security agents, or forces them to
stantially increased the cost of doing business. A com- pay organized crime for "protection"-if it does not put
plete institutional vacuum seems to prevail in some them off going into business altogether.
countries, leading to crime, violence, and a generalized Investment suffers because entrepreneurs choose not to
insecurity of property rights. In Latin America, Sub- commit resources in highly uncertain and volatile environ-
Saharan Africa, the CIS, and CEE almost 80 percent of ments, especially if those resources will be difficult to
entrepreneurs reported a lack of confidence that the recover should the business environment turn unfavorable.
authorities would protect their person and property Where even the most basic types of property are not pro-
from criminals (middle left panel of Figure 2.3). tected, investors move their resources to other countries, or

invest them in projects that offer lower returns but require
Reliability of judicial enforcement- whether the judiciary less capital commitment. Thus, trade and services may sur-
enforces rules arbitrarily, and whether such unpre- vive even in low-credibility environments, but manufac-
dictability presents a problem for doing business. turing and, especially, high-technology projects are un-

likely to flourish. A similar distortion occurs when highly
m A well-functioning judiciary is a central pillar of the talented people choose to become tax inspectors or cus-

rule of law. Unfortunately, in many countries it seems toms officials rather than train to become engineers.
to be the exception rather than the rule. In developing Therefore, credibility affects not only the level of invest-
countries over 70 percent of entrepreneurs said that ment in physical and human capital but also its quality. As
judicial unpredictability was a major problem in their a consequence, in a low-credibility environment, growth
business operations (middle right panel of Figure 2.3). suffers.
Disturbingly, in most regions entrepreneurs felt that The top two panels of Figure 2.4 show how credibility
these problems had increased over the last ten years. relates to investment and growth in the countries surveyed

for the period 1985-95. After controlling for other eco-
Freedom from corruption: whether it is common for pri- nomic variables, countries with high credibility had invest-
vate entrepreneurs to have to make irregular additional ment rates significantly higher than countries with low
payments to get things done, and whether, after paying a credibility; a shift from a low- to a high-credibility envi-
bribe, they have to fear blackmail by another official. ronment makes a substantial difference in growth as well.

Low credibility may also help explain why many countries
* The survey confirmed that corruption is an impor- do not see the expected private sector response after imple-

tant-and widespread-problem for investors. Over- menting stabilization and structural adjustment programs.
all, more than 40 percent of entrepreneurs reported Finally, the credibility of rules affects not only the
having to pay bribes to get things done as a matter of business environment, but also the environment for the
course. In industrial countries the figure was 15 per- implementation of development projects. The same fac-
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Figure 2.4 Perceived credibility and economic performance go hand In hand
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tors-crime, corruption, uncertainty about policy, and even more widespread in many public projects than in the

judicial behavior-affect the outcome for all such proj- private sector. As a result, many projects are delayed be-
ects. One reason is that these concerns are part and parcel cause of cost overruns.
Of a-ny contractual environment. If corruption affects the The bottom panel of Figure 2.4 shows the correlation
private sector, it is likely to affect the outcome of devel- between government credibility and rates of return for 312
opment projects as well. A second reason is that many development projects in thirty countries. On average, in
public projects are implemented by private contractors countries with a low-credibility environment rates of re-
who, in an environment of weak institutions, are subject turn are substantially higher than in countries with a high-
to the same behavioral problems that affect private firms. credibility environment. These results take account of
The contractor is awarded a project, pays off corrupt of fi- differences in economic poticies and otther project- and
cials, and gets more projects regardless of how the first country-specific factors. The lesson, once again, is that
turns out. Pilfering, theft, and enforcement problems are institutions make an enormous difference to development
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outcomes. Napoleon's insight, cited at the beginning of tainties that have kept markets weak and underdeveloped.
this chapter, is as true today as it was in 1815. Countries suffering from such an institutional vacuum

Strategic options: Refocusing on the state's risk postponing economic and social development indefi-
institutional capability nitely. There is also a danger that dissatisfaction with the

state-whether expressed through social protest, capital
A clearer understanding of the institutions and norms flight, or the ballot box-will undermine economic pros-
embedded in markets shows the folly of thinking that pects even further.
(ievelopment strategy is a matter of choosing between the The state's capability-its ability to deliver collective
state and the market. As this brief review of the evidence goods efficiently-is central to providing a viable institu-
on the relationship between institutions and development tional framework for development. As we have seen, many
has confirmed, the two are inextricably linked. Countries developing countries are starting out from a very low base
need markets to grow, but they need capable state institu- indeed in this regard. But the state's ability to provide the
tions to grow markets. institutional support that development requires can be

Reformers the world over need to apply this lesson by improved over time, through matching the state's role to
r efocusing attention on institutional capability. The task its capability, and then rebuilding that capability by focus-
is particularly urgent in many developing countries, where ing on the incentives that drive the behavior of the state.
weak and arbitrary governments are feeding the uncer- We turn to these issues in Parts Two and Three.


